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ABSTRACT 

Each nation has own corporate issues that relates to nation’s corporate style. 

According to research by OECD, Mexico is the highest rate of average working 

hours annually in the world (“Hour worked,” 2017). It is 2,255 hours per 

worker in annual. Since hour in a year is 8,760, people in Mexico are working 

about a fourth part of a year. Assuming that workers do not need to work on 

weekend, then hours in a year that workers need work should be around 6,240 

hours that it flexibly changes by the year. People in Mexico are working at least 

8 hours daily. Claire (2015) stated that long working hours will lead to 

inadequate sleeping hours, and it causes insufficient working performance in 

research. For Japan, Japanese corporate management is sometimes argued as an 

issue. For example, workers in Japan increase their salary based on their 

seniority. It is not sometimes considered their actual ability, instead of that; 

company more considers their career and experience. This kind of Japanese 

traditional working system more tends to be applied by old company in Japan. 

Since Nintendo has an old history, these management implications are more 

applicable. Therefore, this case will be about Japanese-traditional-style 

management strategy of Nintendo.  

NINTENDO BACKGROUND 

Nintendo is one of the market leaders in a gaming industry. In particular, it is 

known as gaming hardware manufacturing corporation. There are three main 

producer in video games, which is manufactured by Nintendo, SONY and 

Microsoft. Since video games cannot play without any specific format, 

Nintendo has huge influence to the gaming market. When gaming software 

company produces software of Nintendo gaming platform, it needs to pay 

usage fee to Nintendo. It is one of the ways to gain profits by Nintendo. 

Nintendo has a long history that is more than 100 years. Fusajiro Yamauchi 

(1889) founded a small company as manufacturing and selling Japanese 

traditional playing cards at Kyoto prefecture in Japan in 1889s. Nintendo had 

been becoming popular, and then it has started to manufacture and sell other 
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board games as well as western style playing cards, additionally it has also 

started a variety of business such as boutique hotel, taxi service and food 

service. In 1973, it was listed on the Osaka stock exchange market. There is a 

little trend of the electric game at this age that is originated in United State. 

Hence, Nintendo invested to manufacture an electric toy and game, because a 

president Hiroshi Yamauchi has noticed that Nintendo cannot survive with 

playing card only at that time. In 1980s, Nintendo established United State 

brunch and developed GAME & WATCH. It was the beginning of electric 

gaming trend all over the world. (Sutherland, 2012, p 18). And then, Nintendo 

has developed variety of gaming product and also been pioneer of house video 

game products. For 30 years since Nintendo invested to gaming industry and 

until now, Nintendo had not only developed the game, additionally, Nintendo 

has developed lots of famous and popular characters which everyone knows. 

Both these developing new products and branding strategy make Nintendo to 

be still one of leaders in the gaming industry now. In 2017, Nintendo 

introduced new platform the name is “Nintendo Switch” which is format to 

play at home, but also available as portable device. This innovative idea was 

huge impact to gaming industry. Nintendo switch was already sold 7.63 

million units in the world as of September 30, 2017. Previous platform Wii U 

was totally sold 13.56 million units by September 2017. It seems that the 

innovative idea of Nintendo switch has been being accepted by customer. 

Addition to that, it was only 6 months passed since Nintendo Switch was 

started to sell, while Wii U was sold since 2012. Therefore, Nintendo Switch can 

be said that it is already a success platform (Nintendo, 2017). 

Since last president of Nintendo Satoru Iwata passed away in 2015, Tatsumi 

Kimishima became the 5th president of Nintendo. Tatsumi Kimishima used to 

be the executive director of Nintendo of America Inc. He stated how manage 

the Nintendo in corporate’s original report as “We aim to strengthen and 

enhance the management structure of the Company following President 

(Representative Director) Satoru Iwata’s passing on July 11, 2015 and a large-

scale revision of the organizational structure of the Company” (2015). 

Additionally, Nintendo briefly summarize its corporate governance that 

Nintendo tries to maximize long-term company’s value while carefully 

considering the benefits for everyone it touches. Nintendo is working to 

achieve a highly transparent and sound system of corporate governance; 

Nintendo also educate its employees about its policies, including good 

corporate ethics (2017).  
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The average age of employees in Nintendo Japan is 38.3 years old in 2016. The 

percentage of female worker of Nintendo is 29% in 2017. Nintendo is known as 

a good welfare for its employees. For example, a brunch of Nintendo located in 

Spanish provides free fruits for employees as employee’s welfare. This fruits 

used to be biscuits, breads or butter. However, employee’s welfare department 

considered to make better working environment in particular employee’s 

health. The department decided to replace the previous items to fruits. 

Nintendo has a strong brand that is known by everyone, even if they are not 

playing a video game a lot. Nintendo created lots of famous characters that is 

populated all over the world. Mario is a good example of Nintendo’s brand. 

When people heard about Mario, they would imagine the man with a red cap 

and sexy moustache and who is always helping princess. Since Mario was 

introduced in 1982 as a sub character in the game, he has been now appeared 

on over the 200 games. Hence, everyone knows about him over the generations. 

There are other famous series of characters such as Link of Zelda, Kirby and 

sonic the hedgehog.     

REVIEW OF LITERATURE ABOUT JAPANESE-STYLE MANAGEMENT 

AND NINTENDO’S MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

Oi (2016) says that if we look for the highest salary person, we should find 

oldest worker, then he or she earns the highest salary in company in Japan. 

According to Picken (2016), there is an evaluation system based on worker’s 

seniority. The name is NENKO-JORETSU. This is the system that salary is 

determined and increased based on years of workers. Older workers can gain 

higher salary; additionally, it will continuously increase to the retirement. It is 

not only applied to the salary. A promotion of a position is also based on year 

of working for the company, Picken says. It is created in 1950s. Nowadays, 

people noticed there were lots of disadvantages for NENKO-JORETSU. For 

example, even if workers perform poorly, they can promote by their age. It is 

not only about poor performance. Since, workers can promote as well as 

increase their wages automatically by their seniority, workers tend not to take a 

risk. It causes less growth rate of the company, furthermore, reducing 

motivation of employees. In particular, younger employees usually complain 

about the system. It is because; even if both younger and older workers do a 

same performance. It tends to older workers are better measured in Japan due 

to NENKO-JORETSU system. It would negatively influence to younger 

worker’s motivation. As a result, younger workers are inclined to change their 
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work place where can be reliable measurement. Hence, there is another 

problem that this system generates a lot of manager at middle level. It is 

because, as a tendency of NENKO-JORETSU system, company hires a lot of 

employee at higher economic growth, however company hires less at bad 

economic condition. Therefore, since Japan experienced higher growth 

economy in 1960s, there are lots of employees who are entered company at the 

time, and they are now middle level managers.   

Linda Hill (2015) cautions Japan that Japan does not still close to create the kind 

of diversified workplace needed for innovation. She also stated that to be 

innovative the Japanese workplace diversified, Japan should more prepare a 

workplace where females can practice and show their potential. Barrett (2004) 

says that women’s peak participation in the workforce is 20-24 as regular 

workers and 35-50 as part time worker. According to the JAPAN TODAY 

(2012), male gets average 16% more than female with similar full-time job in 

OECD countries. OECD reports state differences treatment between male and 

female at workplace (OECD, 2012). There is 15% gap of salary in younger age 

between male and female. Furthermore, it increases to 50% at 40 years and 

above. It relates to workers’ education quality. Japanese youth tends to have 

degree than before. At the high-middle age of female graduates from college 

and University is only 23%, while younger generation female graduates around 

59%. On the other hands, at he high-middle age of male graduate from college 

or University is about 32%, while younger generation is around 52%. To sums 

up, the rate of wage gap in different generation was happen. In 2015s, there 

was a 25.7% gender wage gap in Japan. It is second largest among the OECD 

countries (OECD, 2015). There are only 5% female to male in board members in 

the company. This rate is quite less compared to other country.  

Drucker (1971) states Japanese organization makes decision by consensus. On 

the other hand, Tay (2013) stated that it is the disadvantage for Japanese firm’s 

decision-making process. It is slow and rigid. Japanese decision-making 

process does not allow for competitiveness on a global scale. For disadvantage, 

Drucker says Japanese organization takes time to decision-making due to 

obtain most of agreements to the decision in the organization. Additionally, 

meaning of decision-making is a different with other country. For example, 

United State decision-making is trying to develop organizational approach to 

give an answer. However, Japan is taking an important meaning of decision-

making as defining the question. It is because Japan would not want to take 

one side opinion by immature process. If the organization took sides, the 
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decision would be a victory for one side, but fail for another side. Therefore, 

Japan carefully takes a time for decision-making process. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Since Nintendo is a company that has more than 100 years’ history, 

additionally the root is Kyoto. Japanese-style management is more applied to 

the Nintendo such as NENKO-JORETSU system, women discrimination at 

work place and slow making decision. Few decades ago, most of Japanese 

company used a lifetime employment system. The lifetime employment system 

is allowing employees to work at same company until their retirement. 

However, it is applied to the company at only 8.8% in 2014 (Brasor, 2014). Both 

lifetime employment and NENKO-JORETSU used to be popular. Nevertheless, 

lifetime employment system was almost disappeared, but NENKO-JORETSU 

still survives. It is because it was easy to change the term and law of lifetime 

employment. Company only needs to ask its employee that company would 

not take care until retirement at the interview. If employees were right as 

employee, they did not need to consider about it. Additionally, company needs 

only take care current employees who are working at the company. However, 

NENKO-JORETSU system was difficult to terminate. There were employees 

who were already applied NENKO-JORETSU system. Hence, if company stops 

that or does not apply to new workers, both conditions make bad results. That 

is why only NENKO-JORETSU system is surviving until now, in my opinion. 

Japanese organization has these kinds of traditional ways of business 

managements, which are developed and specialized for Japanese by Japanese. 

However, it is 21st century now. These might be an old or Galapagos for recent 

global business world. It might be needed to change due to compete to other 

country. Additionally, Japanese organization needs to ride on a wave of 

globalization of the world. 

PROBLEM FINDING OF NINTENDO 

Women diversity: Nintendo is friendlier to the female workers. There is 

sometimes an issue that company does not want female back to the work from 

maternity holiday. However, Nintendo is not kind of those companies. 

Nintendo sets aside worker’s place for female from maternity holiday. Hence, it 

is the 100% women are back to work from maternity holiday according to 

Nintendo CSR report. According to company background above, Nintendo’s 

ratio of female worker is 29%. Additionally, there is no female in the current 
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board of director of Nintendo (Nintendo, 2017). According to the research of 

catalyst (2017), Japan is the lowest rate country that set female on the board of 

the director. It is only 3.5% of company has female director. On the other 

hands, European country is higher than Asian country. Taiwan and South 

Korea is still 4.5% and 4.1%. Norway is 46.7%. In other words, almost half 

members of board director are females. This research shows how Asian country 

is behind to European country about women diversity.  

Human resource of next leader: Since the last president Satoru Iwata passed 

away in 2015, Nintendo has also lost the strong leader and power. He was the 

key person of the Nintendo since he joined to Nintendo in 2000. Nintendo 

tended to be more Japanese traditional style company before Iwata became the 

president; the leader had the power and making-decision by himself every 

time. Since Nintendo started to do the business in the gaming industry 

Nintendo was continuously being one of market leaders. For the first age of 

success of Nintendo, the president Hiroshi Yamauchi was leading the 

Nintendo. He was the strong and challenging leader. He made a decision by 

himself; employees only follow what he wants to do. As a result Nintendo was 

succeeded. For the second age of success of Nintendo in 2000s, Satoru Iwata 

leaded the Nintendo. Iwata Satoru used to be a programmer. He was 

participated to the making software of NES that is the first video gaming 

platform of Nintendo as programmer at his company. However, his company 

named HAL laboratory faced crisis of bankruptcy. He was asked to be the 

president of the company. Through the his own management skill such as 

communicating with every employees made HAL laboratory was being reborn 

again. Thereafter, president of Nintendo Hiroshi Yamauchi admitted Iwata’s 

management skill, and then he asked Iwata to join to Nintendo. Iwata became 

member of Nintendo. In 2002, President Yamauchi asked Iwata to be the 

president of Nintendo. It was the first time that president was not chosen from 

Yamauchi family. It can assume how Iwata’s management skill was great. 

Therefore, since Iwata passed away people worries about next president, it is 

the issue. 

Changing strategy: Nintendo mostly earns profit to manufacture the gaming 

platform. Even though Nintendo makes new gaming software that can be only 

used at Nintendo’s platform. However, gaming trend shifts to smartphone 

from the house based video game, hence how Nintendo works for is the 

considering factor in recent years. 
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DISCUSSION ABOUT ISSUES ON NINTENDO 

Women diversity: The main issue of women diversity is that there are still not 

enough environments for women to work stability for long term. Environments 

are such a maternity holiday, non-discrimination evaluation by gender, sexual 

harassment and others. Nintendo states that Nintendo would never 

discriminate by race, nation, gender, region, obstacle and age in its CSR report. 

In fact Nintendo is relatively affable to gender diversity. Nintendo suggests 

women to take maternity holiday and be back after that. As a result, it is 100% 

of women back to the workplace. Not only that if workers both male and 

female who are parents need emergency go back to home for their kids, 

Nintendo provides temporary holiday for them. Nintendo also reduces or 

maintains working time for female workers who were back from maternity 

holiday. Another issue of women diversity is harassment. Harassment often 

becomes issue in Japanese company early 2000s and before. Nintendo provides 

manual of the harassment that is not only about sexual harassment to 

employees. Additionally, Nintendo also provides an orientation of how dealing 

with harassment issue for manager level’s employee. However, there is a still 

problem about women diversity. Director of the board of Nintendo does not 

contain any female since Nintendo was founded. Even though day to day 

diversity discrimination could be fixed, this kind of deep factor of the 

organization is still hard to change. In particular, Japanese organization feels 

scary to tend to change or challenge of organization’s structures. The solutions 

should be changing with taking a lot of time; it is more Japanese style, or 

changing dynamically; changing all directors of the board. The second solution 

can be happened when company faced critical issue or needed to change 

immediately. 

Human resource of next leader: Since last president Iwata passed away, 

Nintendo is facing lack of charismatic leadership. Tatsumi Kimishima is 

current president. He has a difference background with Mr. Iwata. Mr. Iwata 

used to be a programmer, while Mr. Kimishima used to work at the bank. At 

the time of Iwata’s president, four board directors were mainly administrated 

Nintendo; who are Satoru Iwata, Tatsumi Kimishima, Shigeru Miyamoto and 

Genyo Takeda. These directors are from different department. It was because 

Nintendo does not give one person to have absolute right. 3rd president Mr. 

Yamauchi told it. After Kimishima became the president Kimishima has 

decided to continue to do this system by three people. However, in 2015, 

Mr.Takeda was out. Hence, the power balance of the director is worried. When 
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Iwata passed away he was 55 years old. Directors were thinking Iwata should 

have be back at 60 years old of his age. However, Mr. Iwata suddenly died by 

cancer. As a result Mr. Kimishima was chosen. Hence, it seems Mr. Kimishima 

is temporary positioning as president until potential president can be found. 

Since directors was thinking that Mr. Iwata should be finish his president 

period at age of 60. They considered to do human resource to next president. 

However, it does not still outcome. Since directors are aging. It is the issue to 

find the new charismatic president for bringing innovation to Nintendo.      

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

To sums up, diversity issue is being better along with being better Japanese 

traditional management. However, it is still slow to growth compared with 

other developed county in particular woman diversity. Nintendo tries to 

change the environment for the diversity workers by corporate policy, but it is 

still hard to change company’s deep structure. Current president 

Mr.Kimishima seems only temporary positioning until the next president. If 

Mr. Iwata was still alive, he should be 60 years in this year. Therefore, the 

Nintendo’s structure may change near future, according to my 

research.Perhaps, when president changes Nintendo’s corporate structure may 

also change. If it was happened female director may also birth by changing 

organizational structure. 
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